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WELCOME
Welcome to The Celebrant Institute RTO’s Ongoing Professional Development Activity Completing the
legal forms. This activity provides a refresher on completing the legal forms required to solemnise a
marriage in Australia.

About the Activity
Some celebrants have limited experience in performing marriages or may have taken a break (especially
after the multiple cancellations and postponements caused by COVID-19 in 2020) and may need a
reminder about how to complete the legal paperwork. This topic provides an opportunity to practise
completing full sets of paperwork for two scenarios.
These materials were updated in August 2021 to provide an overview of the new forms released on 1
September 2021.

Activity Duration
2 hours
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NOTICE OF INTENDED MARRIAGE
Under s42 of the Marriage Act 1961, a Notice of Intended Marriage (NOIM) is to be completed by the
parties and lodged with an authorised celebrant a minimum of one month before the wedding day. The
NOIM is valid for 18 months. It can be downloaded for free from the AGD website or printed from
celebrant or BDM software.
When we talk about ‘lodging’ the NOIM, that simply means the parties giving a completed, signed and
appropriately witnessed NOIM to an authorised celebrant; celebrants don’t send the NOIM anywhere
before the wedding. The one month’s notice period begins when an authorised celebrant receives a
completed, signed and appropriately witnessed NOIM (not when the NOIM is signed by the parties; that
could be several days before it is lodged with a celebrant).
The NOIM may be received by the celebrant in paper or electronic form. Parties may take a photo or a
scan of the paper NOIM and email or text message it to the celebrant. (Electronic copies of certified
photocopies are not acceptable.) The electronic document then becomes the original; therefore, the
celebrant is not required to receive the paper original before solemnising the marriage. Remember: the
celebrant must still record information on the NOIM after it is received, such as the date received, the
date and place marriage solemnised, the rites used, and the celebrant’s authorisation number and
signature. They may need to print the electronic version of the document to achieve this, or if they have
access to appropriate technology, may complete these items electronically (using, for example, an app
such as Notability to write onto a PDF, or a software package such as Adobe to enter information
electronically).

The new NOIM
The new NOIM has been drafted and redrafted multiple times over the past several years, and I think the
final product is excellent. There are checkboxes instead of text fields in some places, making it easier for
couples and celebrants to complete certain sections, and the form is well structured, setting out
information to be completed before the wedding and information to be completed after the wedding in
separate sections.
The new NOIM must be used from 1 September 2021; there is no transition period. NOIMs in the old
format that were lodged with a celebrant any time up to 11.59pm on 31 August 2021 remain valid for the
full 18-month period; they do NOT need to be redone on the new form.

Completing the NOIM
Pages 1 and 2
Pages 1 and 2 of the NOIM provide important information to the parties to the marriage, including:
•

General instructions for completing the form

•

Privacy notice outlining how the information recorded on the NOIM is used and why it is collected

•

Specific instructions for completing individual items on the form

•

Information on how to sign the NOIM

•

Summary of documents that must be sighted by the celebrant

•

Requirements for marriage of a minor.

These pages must be provided to the parties to the marriage; they will be asked to confirm they have
read the information provided when they sign the NOIM on page 4.
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Completing page 3
Top left panel — ‘For celebrant’s use only – booking information’: Celebrants are not required to
complete this information, although it does help to have a record of the planned date, time, and location
of the ceremony at the time the NOIM is lodged. If any of these details change before the ceremony
takes place, it is not necessary to formally correct the information in this panel; of course, you absolutely
can correct them, but you don’t need to initial the corrections or have the couple initial them.
Top right panel — ‘For use only by Registries of Births, Deaths and Marriages’: This is where
BDM will record the registration number of the marriage after it has been registered; celebrants and
parties should not write in this panel.
Details of the parties: You’ll notice that the labels at the top of each column are now Person 1 and
Person 2; this was changed from Party 1 and Party 2 in response to feedback about modernising and
simplifying the language used on the documents.
Item 1 — ‘Description of party’: Tick Partner, Bride, or Groom. It is up to each party to decide how
they want to describe themselves; this instruction is explicitly noted on page 2.
Item 2 — ‘Family name’: Family names should exactly match either the official birth certificate, official
birth extract, change of name certificate, previous married name, or name in passport.
Item 3 — ‘Given name(s)’: Given names should exactly match those on the official birth certificate,
official birth extract, change of name certificate, previous married name, or in the passport. It is part of
your role as an authorised marriage celebrant to explain requirements regarding names used on NOIMs,
as well as the implications of using names on marriage documentation.
Remember names should be recorded EXACTLY as they are written on the document provided. Some
countries’ passports list the full name on one line while some list family name on one line and given
name(s) on another line. Sometimes a party’s full name may be listed in the given name(s) field on their
passport (this happens quite often with Indian passports); in this case, the full name must be recorded in
the Given name(s) field on the NOIM. If a person has a passport with their name listed in one format and
a marriage certificate with their name listed in a different format, it can cause them issues down the
track.
Item 4 — ‘Gender (optional)’: Tick Female, Male or Non-binary. This item is optional; each party to
the marriage needs to decide whether they want to complete it, and they can decide how they want to
describe their gender. Non-binary includes ‘unspecified’ or ‘indeterminate’ as well as people who do not
exclusively identify as female or male. These instructions are explicitly noted on page 2. There is no need
for celebrants to see proof of a party’s gender; indeed, a party’s recorded sex does not need to align with
their gender identity.
Item 5 — ‘Usual occupation’: The request is for ‘usual occupation’, not ‘current occupation’. If a
marrying party is not working at the time of lodging the NOIM with their celebrant, they are welcome to
insert a previous occupation that they are likely to return to.
The request is for ‘occupation’, not ‘job title’. For example, a person may work for the government and
have the job title ‘Director of Operations’; their occupation is ‘public servant’, and that is what should be
listed in this field.
If a party is retired, some BDMs prefer to see an extended description, for example retired mechanic or
retired nurse. This may be a different requirement or preference from state to state/territory BDMs.
Item 6 — ‘Usual place of residence (full address)’: Full address means full physical/residential
address, including postcode. PO box numbers are not to be used on NOIMs or other marriage documents
for usual place of residence.
The request is for ‘usual place of residence’, not ‘current place of residence’. Parties should list the
address they usually reside at, not necessarily the address they are staying at when they complete the
NOIM.
Item 7 — ‘Conjugal status’: This is one of my favourite changes to the NOIM: checkboxes instead of a
text field for this item! Just tick the correct box – no more parties writing ‘Never married’ and missing the
‘validly’!
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If a party is awaiting a divorce at the time of lodging the NOIM, they tick ‘Divorce pending’. Once the
divorce has taken effect and the celebrant has sighted the divorce order, this can be changed to
‘Divorced’, and items 25-28 can be completed. No marriage may take place until the celebrant has
sighted the divorce order.
The instructions on page 2 note that this item is only regarding whether a party has been legally married
before, a useful distinction for some parties.
Item 8 — ‘Birthplace’: If a party is born in Australia, they insert city or town (as shown on official
birth certificate or passport), and state or territory. It is important to carefully check the official birth
certificate or passport for the correct information. For example, a party might have written that they
were born in Melbourne (city), Victoria, but their birth certificate shows place of birth as ‘Mount Waverley’
(town or suburb). The NOIM would need to be corrected to reflect the information in the document
provided, and the amendment initialled in the adjacent outside margin by the celebrant and the relevant
party.
If a party was born overseas, they insert their city or town (as shown on their official birth certificate or
passport), state or province (if applicable), and country. This addition of state or province is to assist
BDMs; as an example, if a party was to simply list Richmond, USA as their birthplace, several of the 50
states in America may have a city or town called Richmond. Listing the state or province as well provides
more accurate information. NB: States/provinces and countries of birth are not listed on birth certificates
or passports; this information will need to be confirmed directly with the party.
Item 9 — ‘Date of birth’: Date of birth must be the same as shown on an official birth certificate,
official birth extract or passport (or statutory declaration by a party who cannot provide an official birth
certificate, official birth extract or passport).
Item 10 — ‘Are the parties related?’ This question is asked to establish whether the parties may be in
a prohibited relationship. The appropriate box is then ticked (‘No’ if the parties are not related, ‘Yes’ if the
parties are related), and if applicable, their relationship recorded in the space provided.
Details of the parties’ parents: This section has been modernised to refer to Parent 1 and Parent 2
(either parent can be listed as Parent 1 or Parent 2), and to recognise that not all parties have two legal
parents (Parent 2 is only requested ‘if applicable’). It also asks for parents’ ‘birth name’ and ‘current
name’, with the understanding that people of any gender change their names for all sorts of reasons and
not only through marriage. Finally, the requirement to list whether a parent is deceased has been
removed.
Item 11 — ‘Parent 1’s full current name (or write ‘unknown’)’: Parties do not need to provide
evidence of their parents’ names but should be truthful in recording their legal parent’s full current name
(including any middle names).
Item 12 — ‘Parent 1’s full birth name (or write ‘unknown’)’: Ideally this will be the parent’s full
birth name as listed on the party’s official birth certificate.
Item 13 — ‘If applicable: Parent 2’s full current name (or write ‘unknown’)’: Parties do not need
to provide evidence of their parents’ names but should be truthful in recording their legal parent’s full
current name (including any middle names).
Item 14 — ‘If applicable: Parent 2’s full birth name (or write ‘unknown’)’: Ideally this will be the
parent’s full birth name as listed on the party’s official birth certificate.
Item 15 — ‘Parent 1’s country of birth (or write ‘unknown’)’: Countries of birth are usually
recorded on full birth certificates; if not, ask the relevant party for details.
Item 16 — ‘If applicable, Parent 2’s country of birth (or write ‘unknown’)’: Countries of birth are
usually recorded on full birth certificates; if not, ask the relevant party for details.

Completing page 4
Signatures of parties and witnesses: This section has been redesigned to confirm that the NOIM must
be signed ‘in the presence of an authorised witness’ and to list the authorised witnesses above the
signature boxes, in the hope that parties will actually read the information provided.
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There are different authorised witnesses for those who have their signatures witnessed in Australia and
those who have their signatures witnessed overseas. These are set out on page 4 of the NOIM and are as
follows:
Witnesses for NOIMs signed within Australia:
•

authorised celebrant

•

justice of the peace

•

barrister or solicitor

•

medical practitioner

•

member of the Australian Federal Police or the police force of a state or territory.

NB: As previously foreshadowed, ‘Commissioner for Declarations under the Statutory Declarations Act
1959’ has been removed as an authorised witness for NOIMs signed in Australia; this role doesn’t exist
anymore.
Witnesses for NOIMs signed outside Australia:
•

Australian Consular Officer

•

Australian Diplomatic Officer

•

notary public

•

employee of the Commonwealth authorised under paragraph 3(c) of the Consular Fees Act 1955

•

employee of the Australian Trade Commission authorised under paragraph 3(d) of the Consular
Fees Act 1955.

For the definitions of ‘Australian Consular Officer’ and ‘Australian Diplomatic Officer’, see s2 of the
Consular Fees Act 1955.
Reference to ‘Commonwealth’ means the Commonwealth of Australia, not other Commonwealth
countries.
Not all overseas countries have an Australian Embassy or Australian Consulate, which means marrying
parties in those countries will need to sign before a notary public (who can be found through a Google
search).
On this new version of the NOIM, parties are given a statement to sign to: ‘I have read this form’s
privacy notice and instructions for completion and hereby give notice of my intended marriage’. They
then need to sign with their usual signature and record the date they signed on. The parties will need to
use the same signatures on all subsequent marriage documentation. The signatures on the NOIM may be
in a foreign script, e.g. Japanese, but the full legal names must be written in English.
The authorised witness needs to record their full name, the type of witness they are, and their signature.
Parties and witnesses can sign on a paper NOIM with a pen, or electronically using a tablet and a stylus
(e.g. an iPad and an Apple Pencil).
Remember if a person other than a celebrant is witnessing the parties’ signatures on the NOIM, that is all
they are required to do; they do not need to sight the documents the celebrant needs to sight.
To be completed by authorised celebrant before the ceremony: It is wonderful to have these
sections of information the celebrant needs to be complete so clearly laid out. This part is where the
celebrant lists their name and the date they received the NOIM, and notes the documents they have
sighted for each party and information about a party’s previous marriage.
Item 17 — ‘Full name of celebrant’: This is where the name of the celebrant receiving the NOIM goes;
we no longer need to provide our address or other contact details as previously captured on page 3 of the
NOIM.
Item 18 — ‘Date notice received’: the celebrant records the date they receive the signed and
witnessed NOIM. A signed NOIM may be scanned and emailed to a celebrant, and the celebrant can
record the date of receipt of the electronic copy; the electronic document then becomes the original, and
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the paper version is not required. Remember the date you receive the NOIM may not be the date the
NOIM was signed.
BDMs will check the date the celebrant received the NOIM to ensure the correct notice period was given
prior to solemnisation (unless a prescribed authority granted and endorsed page 5 of the NOIM with a
shortening of time).
Item 19 — ‘Evidence of date and place of birth’: More checkboxes! The celebrant simply ticks the
box for the type of document they sighted. This takes up far less space than listing each of the document
types individually.
Item 20 — ‘Document number (if any)’: The celebrant records the document number (if applicable)
for the document they sighted as evidence of date and place of birth. If there are multiple numbers on a
document and it is unclear which is the document number, record all of them.
NB: If a statutory declaration is produced as evidence of date and place of birth (because it is impossible
for the party to obtain a birth certificate or passport), it must be retained by the celebrant and sent to
BDM with the other documents following solemnisation of the marriage.
Item 21 — ‘Identity confirmed’: Celebrants are required to satisfy themselves that the parties to the
marriage are the parties named on the NOIM. This question asks celebrants to confirm that they have
confirmed the identity of each party; details on how to do this are covered by the next two items.
Item 22 — ‘Type of ID document provided’: It is best practice that the parties produce a form of
photo identification to satisfy the celebrant that they are the people named on the NOIM. The Marriage
Act 1961 does not prescribe which documents celebrants should sight to confirm a person’s identity and
therefore specific options are not provided at this item; the instructions on page 2 of the NOIM suggest
photographic evidence such as a passport, a driver licence, a proof of age card or an official identity card.
This item asks celebrants to record the type of document sighted to confirm the party’s identity.
Item 23 — ‘Document number (if any)’: This item is for the celebrant to record the document
number of the document they sighted to confirm the party’s identity.
Item 24 — ‘State, territory or country of issue’: This item is for the celebrant to record the state,
territory, or country of issue of the document they sighted to confirm the party’s identity.
NB: The instructions on page 2 advise that if a celebrant has sighted numerous ID documents to confirm
a party’s identity, they should include the details of the additional documents in a cover letter to BDM.
This is in reference to the section in the Guidelines that notes that some people don’t have photo ID, and
a celebrant may decide that sighting numerous official documents in the same name may be sufficient to
confirm that person’s identity.
Items 25-28 only need to be completed if a party has been married before. Much of the information
about previous marriages asked by the former version of the NOIM has been removed, making it much
simpler to complete.
Item 25 — ‘Date last marriage ended (if applicable)’: If the last marriage ended with the death of a
spouse, the date of death is found on their death certificate, which celebrants are required to sight.
If the last marriage ended in divorce, the date the divorce took effect is shown on the evidence of divorce
(at various times in Australia this document has been called a decree absolute, a certificate of divorce,
and a divorce order). The date of divorce cannot be entered until the celebrant has sighted the evidence
of divorce. NB: you are looking for the date the divorce took effect, not the date the divorce was
granted. The date the divorce was granted is the day the couple went to court (if necessary), and a
magistrate granted their divorce. There is then a waiting period of one month and one day until the
divorce takes effect or becomes final, and it is that final date that gets recorded on the NOIM.
If the last marriage ended in nullity, the date the annulment took effect is shown on the decree of nullity.
Nullity refers to those marriages that have been declared void by an order of court. In this circumstance,
the corresponding conjugal status for a party marrying for a subsequent time would be ‘Never validly
married’, because although they have been married before, a court has deemed that their previous
marriage was not valid.
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Item 26 — ‘Evidence sighted on how last marriage ended’: More checkboxes! To confirm they
sighted the evidence that the last marriage had ended, the celebrant simply ticks the box denoting how it
ended, either by death, divorce, or nullity.
NB: Nullity refers to those marriages that have been declared void by a court (not a church), and a
decree of nullity is issued by the court.
Item 27 — ‘Death certificate number’: This is a new inclusion; it was agreed that it is useful for
celebrants to record the document number of a death certificate they have sighted.
Item 28 — ‘Court location (if divorce or nullity)’: Celebrants record the court location where the
divorce or nullity was granted; this information will be on the divorce or nullity document.
Item 29 — ‘Document referred to in s42(5A) of the Act provided to the parties’ The document
referred to is the brochure ‘Happily Ever... Before and After’. Tick both boxes to indicate you have given
the brochure to the parties.
Item 30 — ‘If a party is under 18 years…’: The celebrant ticks the boxes to indicate they have
received appropriate consents and the court order approving the marriage of a minor. The consents and
court orders are only valid for three months after the date shown on the documents.

Completing page 5
Marriage on late notice (shortening of time): This section is where a prescribed authority will affix a
stamp if they have granted a shortening of time.
Item 31 — ‘Authority for marriage despite late notice (shortening of time)’: Not applicable
should be ticked in cases where a shortening has not been applied for. If a prescribed authority has
granted a shortening of time, they will tick the Granted box and affix their stamp in the For Official Use
Only panel.
To be completed by authorised celebrant after the ceremony: In a far simpler layout than the
previous NOIM, the information to be completed by the celebrant after the marriage has been solemnised
has been collected in one section. These details can only be completed after the marriage has been
solemnised because they could change at any time between the NOIM being lodged and the marriage
taking place.
‘Date marriage solemnised’: Insert the full date the marriage was solemnised.
‘At’: Insert the location of the marriage solemnisation, including venue name (for marriages conducted
at a named venue) OR street address (for marriages conducted on private property), suburb or town,
city, state or territory and postcode.
‘Ceremony used’: This is the rites the marriage was performed under.
•

If you conduct civil ceremonies, enter: ‘Marriage Act 1961’.

•

If you conduct religious ceremonies, enter the name of your religious organisation as it appears
on the Register of Marriage Celebrants on the AGD’s website.

‘Signature of celebrant / Celebrant’s authorisation number’: The signature and authorisation
number of the celebrant who solemnised the marriage should be entered in these fields.
Transfer of Notice of Intended Marriage to another celebrant: This is a new and welcome addition
to the NOIM. It provides an opportunity for the celebrant who has received a transferred NOIM to confirm
details of the transfer; the celebrant should enter their name, authorisation number, signature, and the
date they received the transferred NOIM.

Comments
Once all particulars on the NOIM are completed and checked against the official documents provided by
the couple, the parties sign the top of page 4 of the NOIM in the presence of an appropriate witness as
listed above. If the celebrant has not been the witness to the signatures on the NOIM, they must still
sight the required documentation and check all details on the NOIM are correct.
The NOIM can be lodged with a celebrant having only been signed by one party to the marriage if it is
inconvenient to obtain the signature of the other party. In this case, the other party must still give at
Completing the legal forms
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least one month’s notice, so email the other party to ensure they are aware of and consenting to the
marriage. The other party must sign the NOIM in the presence of the authorised celebrant before the
marriage can take place; this can be immediately before the ceremony if necessary.

Correcting errors on the NOIM
A NOIM may only be amended if details are incorrect. Incorrect details on a NOIM may only be corrected
prior to the marriage ceremony.
Details on the NOIM often need to be changed once the celebrant has checked details entered by the
parties against official documentation. For example, a party has recorded their mother’s name on the
NOIM as Janet. But when the celebrant checks details against the party’s official birth certificate, the
mother’s name is shown as Jeanette. The NOIM therefore needs to be corrected.
The correct way to amend the NOIM is to rule out the incorrect information neatly leaving the incorrect
details visible and write the correct information. The celebrant and party then initial the adjacent outside
margin. Do not initial amendments in the body of the document. Never use correction fluid/tape on a
legal document.
NOIMs are not to be altered after a marriage has been solemnised. If an error is noticed in the NOIM
after the marriage has been solemnised, an explanatory note should accompany the documents sent to
BDM.
If a party’s occupation or address changes before the wedding, this does not constitute an error and
should not be corrected on the NOIM. The only corrections should be to errors the celebrant observes
when checking details on the NOIM against details on official documentation, for example names, place
and date of birth. However, the new information should be entered on the DONLIM and OCM before the
marriage ceremony.
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DECLARATION OF NO LEGAL IMPEDIMENT TO MARRIAGE
Under s42 of the Marriage Act 1961, as close as possible to the ceremony, both parties need to sign a
Declaration of No Legal Impediment to Marriage (DONLIM). This is a legal document declaring that they
are not aware of any legal reason they can’t marry the other party, including that they are:
•

not married to someone else

•

not in a prohibited relationship

•

of marriageable age.

The DONLIM can be downloaded for free from the AGD website, purchased from CanPrint in printed
booklets, or printed from celebrant or BDM software. The DONLIM must be printed on the back of the
BDM copy of the Official Certificate of Marriage (see further information below), and the signatures of the
marrying parties must be witnessed by the authorised celebrant who is to solemnise the marriage. This
means that even if the parties have completed a DONLIM signed by a celebrant at, for example, a
rehearsal, if that celebrant becomes unable to perform the marriage and transfers it to another celebrant,
the parties will need to sign a new DONLIM with the new celebrant as witness.

The new DONLIM
The new DONLIM has been drafted and redrafted multiple times over the past several years, and I think
the final product is excellent. There are checkboxes instead of text fields in some places, making it easier
for celebrants to complete certain sections, and the form is well structured.
The new DONLIM must be used from 1 September 2021; there is no transition period. Remember the
DONLIM must be printed on the back of the BDM copy of the OCM.

Completing the DONLIM
Copy the parties’ details from the NOIM:
•

Family name

•

Given name(s)

•

Usual occupation

•

Usual place of residence.

If either or both of the parties have changed their occupation and/or address since completing the NOIM,
then the DONLIM should be prepared with updated information (but the NOIM should not be amended).
Item 1 — Conjugal status: Tick the appropriate conjugal status for each party, either ‘I have never
been validly married’, ‘I am widowed’, or ‘I am divorced’. Note that the conjugal status here cannot be
‘Divorce pending’ as it can be on the NOIM, because the parties must be free to marry when they sign
the DONLIM.
Item 2 — Marriageable age: Tick the appropriate statement for each party, either ‘I am 18 years or
older’ or ‘I have not yet turned 18 years, being born on…’
If the first statement is ticked, move directly to Item 3.
If the second statement is ticked and one of the parties is under 18 years of age, complete the remaining
information, including date of birth, name of court that made the order providing permission for
marriage of a minor, location of the court, and date of the order.
NB: There is no need to rule out the inapplicable statement as there was with the old DONLIM.
Item 3 — No legal impediment: Ensure each party to the marriage signs in the appropriate space after
reading and agreeing to the declaration in this clause. The parties should ensure they use the same
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signatures that they used to sign the NOIM. The signatures on the DONLIM may be in a foreign script,
i.e. Japanese, but the full legal names must be written in English. The DONLIM can be signed and
witnessed using a pen on paper, or electronically using a stylus on a tablet (e.g. an Apple Pencil on an
iPad).
To be completed by authorised celebrant
Probably my favourite thing about the new layout of this form is that celebrants only need to witness it
once, providing that both parties sign it at the same time! Hurrah!
Once the celebrant has witnessed the parties sign the DONLIM under Item 3, they should complete the
date it was signed, where it was signed (suburb or town, city, state or territory and postcode), the full
name of the celebrant, the celebrant’s signature, and the celebrant’s authorisation number.
NB: There’s no need to write a title for the celebrant anymore, which is also great because that was a
question I got a lot: what exactly do I write as my title?

Correcting errors on the DONLIM
If any details require amendment, the incorrect information should be neatly ruled out and the correct
information inserted. The incorrect details should remain visible. The amendment is then initialled in the
adjacent outside margin by the party making their declaration and the celebrant as witness. Never use
correction fluid/tape on a legal document.
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MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES
The celebrant should prepare three certificates of marriage, copying the details carefully from the NOIM.
If either or both parties have changed their occupation and/or address since completing the NOIM, then
the Certificates of Marriage should be prepared with the updated information (but the NOIM should not
be amended).
Under section 50 of the Marriage Act 1961, three documents must be prepared for signing during the
marriage ceremony:
•

Official Certificate of Marriage – BDM copy

•

Official Certificate of Marriage – celebrant copy

•

Form 15 Certificate of Marriage – couple copy

When signing the certificates of marriage, it is most sensible to have Party 1 sign all three documents,
then Party 2, followed by Witness 1, Witness 2, and finally the celebrant.

Official Certificates of Marriage
The first and second documents on this list are both copies of the same document, the Official Certificate
of Marriage (OCM), and they can be downloaded for free from the AGD website, purchased from CanPrint
in printed booklets and the Marriage Register, or printed from celebrant or BDM software.
•

The BDM copy is printed on a loose sheet of paper (on the back of the DONLIM).

•

The celebrant copy may be on a loose sheet of paper, or if the celebrant still has a Marriage
Register (“the red book”) it may be in there; it is each celebrant’s personal choice which method
they use.

The new OCM
The new OCM has been drafted and redrafted multiple times over the past several years, and I think the
final product is excellent. There are checkboxes instead of text fields in some places, making it easier for
celebrants to complete certain sections, and the form is well structured.
The new OCM must be used from 1 September 2021; there is no transition period. Remember the BDM
copy must be printed on the back of the DONLIM. You cannot use your old red register because that
contains the old version of the OCM; you can paste a second copy of the new OCM into the register if you
want.

Completing the OCMs
The best time to prepare these certificates is in the weeks before the wedding. It is useful to show the
prepared certificates to the parties for them to carefully check that all details are correct, either at the
rehearsal or by emailing the parties a soft copy. BDMs register marriages with the details on the
certificate. If details are not carefully checked prior to marriage, it is likely any errors will not be
identified and remedied. Once their marriage has been solemnised, all the parties want to do is sign on
the dotted line; they will not think to check whether details are correct in that moment.
Marriage was solemnised between the parties (details below): Complete the details of the
marriage ceremony, including:
•

Date marriage solemnised

•

At (Location, including suburb or town, city, state or territory and postcode where
marriage solemnised): Make sure you include the venue name (for marriages performed at a
named venue) OR street address (for marriages performed at a private property) as well as the
geographical information.

Completing the legal forms
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•

Ceremony used (Religious rites or civil ceremony according to the Marriage Act 1961
(Cth)): As with the NOIM:
o

If you conduct civil ceremonies, enter: ‘Marriage Act 1961’.

o

If you conduct religious ceremonies, enter the name of your religious organisation as it
appears on the Register of Marriage Celebrants on the AGD’s website

Details of the parties to the marriage: Copy the details of the parties from the NOIM:
•

Description of parties: Tick the appropriate box for the same description as the NOIM

•

Family name

•

Given name(s)

•

Usual occupation

•

Usual place of residence (full address)

•

Conjugal status: Tick the appropriate box for the same description as the DONLIM

•

Birthplace

•

Date of birth

•

Parent 1’s full current name

•

Parent 1’s full birth name

•

Parent 2’s full current name

•

Parent 2’s full birth name

If either or both of the parties have changed their occupation and/or address since completing the NOIM,
then the OCM should be prepared with updated information (but the NOIM should not be amended).
Signatures of parties and witnesses: Each party to the marriage signs under their details, using the
same signatures as on the NOIM and the DONLIM. The witnesses’ full legal names, including any middle
names, need to be recorded, and each witness signs underneath their name.
NB: BDMs will not register a marriage if they cannot read the names of the witnesses; they will contact
the celebrant and ask them to clarify, usually by way of a statutory declaration.
The signatures on the OCMs may be in a foreign script, i.e. Japanese, but the full legal names must be
written in English. The OCMs can be signed and witnessed using a pen on paper, or electronically using a
stylus on a tablet (e.g. an Apple Pencil on an iPad).
To be completed by authorised celebrant: This is where the celebrant records their full name,
signature, and authorisation number.
The most sensible way to sign the OCMs is in the following order:
1. Party 1 signs where appropriate, using the same signature as used on the NOIM.
2. Party 2 signs where appropriate, using the same signature as used on the NOIM.
3. First witness signs with usual signature.
4. Second witness signs with usual signature.
5. Celebrant signs with usual signature.

Correcting errors on OCMs
If prepared certificates are carefully checked by the parties prior to their wedding day, errors should be
eliminated.
Errors identified at the ceremony may be amended in the celebrant’s presence, and in the presence of
the parties and witnesses. As in all amendments to legal documents, the incorrect information should be
lightly ruled through so that the incorrect details remain visible, and if necessary, correct information
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inserted. All amendments are to be initialled by the parties and witnesses in the adjacent outside margin.
Never use correction fluid/tape on a legal document.
Note that some parties may indicate an incorrect birth date or spelling of a name. These cannot be
amended until the celebrant has sighted and checked the supporting documents (again).
If an error is noticed when the parties and witnesses are no longer present, the celebrant is not to make
any corrections. The error should be indicated in pencil on both official copies. If the registration copy has
already been sent to BDM before an error was discovered, the celebrant should bring any errors to the
notice of the BDM, but should not make corrections to their copy.

Form 15 Certificate of Marriage
The Form 15 is the presentation certificate given to the couple after they are married. It is a legal
document and it cannot be replaced, but it is also not able to be used as proof of the parties’ identity, so
it can’t be used to change names or for visa purposes etc. It is proof that the marriage was solemnised
on the date and at the venue listed on the front. Form 15s can only be purchased from CanPrint, and
they have several security features to ensure they are not duplicated. The Form 15 Certificate of
Marriage may be prepared by hand, calligraphy, or printed on using a printer.
If the certificate is prepared on a computer and printed, it is a good idea to print a draft to show to
couples at the rehearsal, or email them a soft copy, to ensure that all details are correct.
Celebrants are not to substitute or replace the Form 15 with a different type of certificate.
The Form 15 has not changed.

Completing the Form 15
Full legal name of celebrant: Celebrants should not add any post nominals after their name, e.g. do
not add that you have a BA or are a JP. Celebrants do not need to write ‘authorised celebrant’ or similar
after their name; the celebrant’s authority to solemnise the marriage is provided in the text printed on
the certificate (‘I, Name, having authority under the Marriage Act 1961 to solemnise marriages…’).
Place where marriage was solemnised: should include the street address if it’s a private property OR
the venue name, as well as the suburb and the state or territory. Printing or preparing a draft will show
whether all information will fit on the one line.
Rites: appear on religious certificates only.
Full name of Party 1 exactly as it appears on the NOIM.
Full name of Party 2 exactly as it appears on the NOIM.
Date of marriage.
The celebrant’s A number is not to be added.
As with the Official Certificates of Marriage, the following is a sensible way to sign the Form 15:
1. Party 1 signs where appropriate, using the same signature as used on the NOIM.
2. Party 2 signs where appropriate, using the same signature as used on the NOIM.
3. First witness signs with usual signature.
4. Second witness signs with usual signature.
5. Celebrant signs with usual signature.
The signatures on the marriage certificate may be in a foreign script, i.e. Japanese, but the full legal
names must be written in English. The Form 15 may NOT be signed electronically, as it is a prescribed
form and must be handed to the couple following solemnisation.

Completing the legal forms
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Correcting errors on Form 15s
The Form 15 should not contain any errors. If an error is found before the certificate is signed, a
replacement certificate should be prepared (celebrants should take a spare Form 15 to ceremonies in
case this happens). If an error is noticed after the ceremony while the parties and witnesses are still
present, the correction should be made on the signed certificate; a replacement certificate must not be
issued. If the error is noticed after the ceremony and after the parties and witnesses have left the
ceremony venue, no corrections can be made, and a replacement certificate must not be issued.
Note: Once given to the parties, the Form 15 cannot be replaced, for example if the couple lose or
damage their certificate, the celebrant is not able to replace it.

Record of Use Form
Celebrants must also complete the Record of Use Form for each Form 15 they use, recording the unique
number from the back of the form, the date and how the form was used (i.e. the marriage date and the
parties’ names, or the date when and to whom it was transferred, or the date when it was destroyed).
They come with the packs of Form 15s, and 10 certificates can be recorded on each.
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